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Abstract. In this work, two different algorithms: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are combined for the classification of unresolved sources from
SDSS DR8 and UKIDSS DR8. The experimental result shows that this joint approach is effective
for our case.
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1. Sample
The data are retrieved from SDSS DR8 and UKIDSS DR8. The training sample and

test sample for stars comprises 334474 and 61338, respectively. The number of quasars
in the two samples is 12061 and 12061, separately.

2. Algorithm and Result
The main idea of LDA is to find a projection in a low dimensional space for different

classes to be well separated. The main principle of SVMs is to transfer input vectors
into a high-dimensional feature space and find the optimal separating hyperplane in this
space. Seven kinds of colors (u− g,g − r,u− r,g − z,u− z,g − z,Y −K) are taken as the
input of SVMs because of their better color-color diagram separation. Anothr six kinds
of LDA output for u− r vs. g− J , u− r vs. r−Y , u− z vs. r− z, u−Y vs. r−Y , u− J
vs. u− r, g−Y vs. i−K are also used as the input of SVMs simultaneously. In addition,
r magnitude and i magnitude are used as the input of SVMs. As a result, the precision
and completeness of stars is 99.60% and 99.80%, respectively, while that of quasars is
98.93% and 97.99%, respectively.

3. Conclusion
Multi-band data provide a large amount of information about objects. We use multi-

band data to classify objects effectively. On the other hand, we combine traditional
color-color, magnitudes and outputs of LDA as the input pattern of SVMs to create a
new classifier. The classification result is rather satisfactory.
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